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At this point it’s pretty clear the issue isn’t just Trump’s
mental health but also that of the millions of Republican
enablers who support his sociopathy and cognitive
impairment. He’s merely a symptom of a systemic
sociopolitical disease.

Evan McMullin
@EvanMcMullin

But really...it’s time we had sober discussion about the the 
president’s mental health.

9,004 12:50 PM - Jul 11, 2019

1,983 people are talking about this

@EvanMcMullin Also the main reason we aren’t having sober mainstream

discussions about Trump’s mental health is folk keep shushing mental health

professionals and disavowing our duty to warn under the guise of “politically correct”

Barry Goldwater ethics.

Walter Shaub
@waltshaub

Replying to @nowthisnews @MelissaJPeltier

Doesn’t this violate section 7 of the American Psychiatric Assoc’s 
Principles of Medical Ethics, which says it’s unethical to give a 
professional opinion about public figures you have not examined 
in person and who have not consented to public discussion of 
their mental health?

1,043 1:51 PM - Jul 6, 2019

528 people are talking about this

Bottom line is plenty of us have been having sober discussions re: Trump’s mental

health since the day he descended that damn escalator but jack shit will be done

about him or the manifestations of his disorder bc America prides itself on

stigmatizing facts, science & integrity.

In other words...

Propane Jane™
@docrocktex26

Replying to @docrocktex26

They're gonna be like "why didn't anybody warn us he was 
unhinged and uncontrollable" and I'm gonna be like I 
motherfucking told Y'ALL so.

4,175 6:48 PM - Jan 3, 2017
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1,633 people are talking about this

No matter how hard you shush the psychiatrists, Trump is still waking up every day

and “functioning” as the same malignant narcissist/sociopath he’s always been with

an added layer of ever more apparent cognitive impairment on top. His public record

of behavior speaks for itself.

Every week folk are on here asking WTF they just saw/heard from him as if the fact

that he’s mentally unstable isn’t a staple feature of his existence in the public eye for

the last 4 yrs. Y’all can’t possibly still be surprised by this shit & you know damn well

you were warned.
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